
2021 T20 WORLD CUP REVIEW - RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY
# Area of Review Progress Comments

Preparation and Performance 
1 Ensure more high-quality national camps are available such as Millfield / the time in UAE prior 

to the tournament.
In the short-term, 4 x camps each for men & women confirmed in 2022. HPD to identify longer-term solutions, assess 
financial implications and present a solution to the HPC & Board.

2 Whilst acknowledging resource constraints, aim to provide the coaching structures provided 
at camps and in the immediate preparation more consistently across the whole cycle.

Implemented. Two full-time HP coaches recruited and final one being advertised shortly - will bring year-round 
consistency of HP coaching cover across the training, preparation and tournament cycle.

3 Review the number, and quality, of fixtures the men’s team play, exploring whether fewer 
games against better opposition may be more beneficial (and more cost effective).

FTP until 2023 is agreed - unlikely to increase now. HPD in consultation with the Senior Men’s Head Coach (HC) to 
present options that enhance the senior men’s current annual playing programme.

4 Streamline the Selection Committee. Chair of National Men's Selectors to consider and report back to Board.
5 Ensure clarity in what the HP programme wants to achieve and develop the structures 

(domestic  game, international competitions, camps) that support that, helping to boost 
development areas of performance, e.g.:
 - Provide opportunities to help improve adapting to game situations and game  planning
 - Allow for more power hitting / destructive batting opportunities

Head Coach to consider as part of his needs analysis. HPD to update HPC on decisions and progress every 3-6 
month, and Head Coach to be invited to HPC to provide annual updates.

6 Develop a regular review process after matches to ensure learnings and reflections are  
discussed and taken on-board.

Head Coach to implement. HPD to update HPC on process.

7 Focus on developing the right mindset / culture with regards to the Irish position in cricket (the 
“Full Member” mentality).

Head Coach and HPD to implement.

Vision and Strategy
8 The Board, in collaboration with the Executive and HPC, to set a new clear and innovative 

vision and strategy for performance programme with associated targets and budget.
Current HP strategy expires at the end of 2022. A commitment to develop new HP strategy in the next 3-4 months 
following commencement of new head coach. Board, Executive, HC’s Senior Men and Women and HPC to input. 
Impact high; timeline short.

9 Communicate vision and strategy across organisation and to external stakeholders; ensure 
annual updates from Board and Executive on progress and future direction.

CI management to implement within 3-4 months, and will become an ongoing annual process.

Organisational  structure
10 Management, under the guidance of HPC, to define performance organisation structure that 

is empowered and enabled to creatively, sustainably and consistently deliver on strategy.
Review of the performance organisation structure and its subsequent recommendations approved by the CI Board in 
Dec 2019. COVID 19 and the ensuing financial uncertainty necessitated a hiring freeze which impacted the 
implementation of the revised management and organisation structure. HPC to consider the 2019 recommendations 
to establish if they remain fit for purpose within the context of changed circumstances and new strategy.

11 Restructure Performance Director role to ensure focus on more high-performance related 
tasks. Ensure Job Descriptions (and any additional hires) across Performance Department 
support, and deliver, strategy.

As above. New hires to consider feasibility of subsuming operational areas currently under HPD remit.

12 HPC to lead an annual review process to assess Department’s success and ongoing ability to 
deliver on strategy.

To commence year-end 2022.

Facilities
13 a) Develop facility plan that ensures the High Performance Centre is fit-for-purpose;

b) Create and innovative plan that ensures every union has access to quality pitches, whilst 
also being resourceful given limited funds.

a) Plan in place for 1st half of season for training & camps; anticipated use of HPC from mid-July. 
b) 40+ hybrid pitches being laid in March/May which will help with training. New facility strategy and plan following 
recruitment of Head of Facilities in June.

14 Develop plan for 2023 and 2024 that ensures the (increasing) provision of good quality 
facilities despite funding constraints.

Short-term plan in place for 2022 around full HP Centre reactivation, hybrid pitches and continuing engagement with 
Govt around plans for dedicated cricket ground at National Sports Campus. Medium and long-term plans to be 
encompassed within new facility strategy, including recruitment of Head of Facilities.

15 Outline plan for sustainable provision of high-quality facilities across all provinces  from 2025 
onwards, utilising possible funding increase with future rights cycle.

As above

16 Design external stakeholder (e.g. Sport Ireland, commercial partners) engagement approach 
that ensures creativity, collaboration and alignment across Irish sport

Momentum to follow recruitment of Head of Facilities, but political steps already underway re-engaging on funding 
sources.

17 Finalise and confirm development plans for national stadium & associated training facilities 
that is aligned to strategy.

Significant engagement already underway with Sport Ireland and Government re development plans for national 
cricket ground and 2nd stage of HP Centre.



Coaching
18 Recruit a domestically based men’s coaching team that are aligned to, and capable of 

delivering, the performance strategy.
Implemented. Two HP coaches recruited locally and final one being advertised shortly. 

19 Integrate provincial coaches to national setup to ensure clear and accountable structures and 
sufficient support for player development.

Two PU head coaches have been involved in national programmes in last 3 months – at U19, Wolves and senior 
level. Senior Men’s Head Coach to set how this integration will happen. HPD to report progress to the HPC.

20 Design long-term plan to develop provincial (and possibly club) coaches and ensure 
necessary support required to maximise their potential (e.g. franchise opportunities).

HPD to prepare a detailed needs analysis of coach development for the high performance system and design a job 
specification for an expert in HP coach development.

Player Development / Opportunities
21 Proactively identify creative and resourceful international competition opportunities / 

partnerships that support player development.
US Open T20, ADT10, Lanka PL, PSL - in last 3 months. Moving forward, HPD to draft a plan and cost implications 
and present these to the HPC.

22 Prioritise the Wolves programme by providing youth players with more quality international 
exposure; ensure maximum efficiency between the youth and senior programmes to ensure 
resourcefulness.

Wolves tour to Namibia in progress. HPD to draft a plan and cost implications and present these to the HPC.

23 Create more frequent environments that concentrate the best talent, via longer national 
training camps and more internal national squad fixtures.

HPD to draft a plan and cost implications and present these to the HPC.

24 Integrate individual development plans into 2 year contracts, ensuring objectives and targets 
are measured using appropriate metrics.

Head Coach and HPD to implement a process to achieve, including a review of the integration of the current 
processes is i.e. technical, tactical, physical and mental, and the cadence of performance reviews. 

Domestic Game
25 Reformulate if necessary the elite domestic structures for men and women to ensure they 

conform to the defined vision, strategy and targets for the performance programme set by the 
Board.

A needs analysis has been completed. This has been done previously and now needs funding to support in order to 
implement.  Further expansion is based on more investment.

Finance
26   - The decision-making process should be underpinned by the principle of spending in areas 

that generate maximum output;
  - Regular financial reviews should be undertaken to ensure this is the case;
  - Clear communication / transparency is also required to ensure  stakeholders have clarity in 
where the money is being spent and the rationale behind spending decisions.

HPC/Board will consider papers clearly outlining performance impact of any activities. Board to determine relative 
impact of activities in light of strategic statement to rebalance our priorities to make cricket sustainable in the long 
term.

Colour-coding index:

no cost
net zero bugdet cost
new investment required

completed
in progress
not started


